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STUDIES IN LINGUISTICS 
Volume 17, 1963 

THE TONEMES OF XHOSA: A RESTATE.ViE.1.~T 

L.W. Lanham, University of the Witwatersrand 

[PCJ660.2J6. Xhosa language--Phonernics--Ton~ phonemes.] 

1. Introduction. 

1 . (). A first attempt at descr~bing the Xhosa tonemic systom was made in 

The tonemes of Xhosa, African Studies 17:2, 1958. The present paper was, for 

the most part, written a year later; it was edited, with corrections and 

minor changes, for the present publication. There is need for further im

provements in ~his statement of Xhosa tonemics, but the complete rewriting 

of the paper has not been possible. 

1.1. Xhosa (hereafter Xh) is a Bantu language of the Nguni subgroup in 

the Central Branch of the Niger-Congo family, located in southeastern Africa. 

Its closest relatives are Zulu, Ndebele, Swazi (hereafter Z, Nd, Sw). In 

these languages pitch differences are organized within the tonemic and into-

nation systems and these two systems interact in 

The tonemic systems of the Nguni languages would 

of all the Central Branch languages. 

The linear phonemes of Xhosa. are: 

i u 6 
... 

e 0 p t ts ty C 
... 

a b d dz dy j 
V 

ph th tsh tyh eh· 
V 

f s s 

V z 

'W 1 y 

m n ii 
mh n iih 

the manner described at 5.1. 

seem to be the most complex 

k kr [kx] C q X 

g 

k.h 

J) 

h 

hh 

r [x] 

y 

gc 

eh 

en 

cnh 

gq gx 

qh xh 

hl 

dl 

qn xn 

qnh xnh 

Syllables are defined by a contrastive tone and are structured as V, CV, 

(syllabic) m. Permitted consonant clusters are nC, Cw, nCw (n=homorganic 

nasal; w=labiovelar semi vowel /w/). Vocoid length (the feature "long") in 

'w'Ord-;ienultimate syllables serves to signal a juncture demarcating syntactic 
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structures, usuully at the level of phrase in semi-formal npooch. 11Extrn

long" in this same position uttornnce finully has contraativo function in the 

intonation system. 

1 .2. The relativistic basis of phonologic contrusts is nowhere more 

evident than in a tonemic system such as that of Xh. Only to a very limited 

extent are the representatives of X.h tonomos distinguisho.blo ~ ;-:n; the 

accurate identification of a Xh ullotone usually requires a certain minimum 

background of contrasting tones in addition to a knowledge of allotonic 

variations· and the environments that condition them. It is mainly the 

phenomenon of "tonal stepping" tho.t renders it possible o.nd even common for 

an alJ.otone of one toneme to be phonetically identical with the allotone of 

another toneme within a single uttero.nce. Under these circwnsto.nces the 

most effective type of description is one that concentro.tes more on ex

plaining the wide range of allotonic diversity in Xh than on desc~ibing it. 

In the speech of one individual a toneme may bo roulized at levels 

widely separated within the speaker I s pitch-range, depending on such factors 

as his physical and emotional state, constraints imposed by the intonation 

system, etc. In such cases, however, it is not single tones but sequences 

of tones overlaying whole utterances, or substantial portions thereof, which 

are affected, and normal contrasts between tonemes ore usually maintained 

within the sequence. Within the tonemic system changes in "key" have no 

aignificance. It is true however that even within a short utterance a "high" 

toneme near the end may be realized at the so.me pitch level ns that of a 

"low" toneme near the beginning, or may even be lower in pitch. It is clear 

therefore tho.t there is some smaller unit wit.bin which significant pitch 

contrasts are maintained. This unit is the "tonal step" which, apart from a 

few accountable exceptions, always contains at least one high and one low 
toneme. 

Apart from the factors mentioned which produce changes in "key", it is 

possible to identify within an utterance aJ..lotonio variations o.ssociate<l with 

specific points in th~ segmental 'and auprasegmental environment. At such 

points conditioning influences are found which operate regularly a.,d uni

formly, forcing tones higher or lower or producing glides in place of level 

tones. It is these influences (which include the phenomenon of tonal 

stepping) that determino the range of allotonic variation and to desc~ibe 

.:., 
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them fully is to provide an adequate account of the representation of 

tonemes. 

37 

1.3. In any piece of spoken Xh of sufficient longth, it is possible to 

identify tones which can be described by the conventional .terms "high tone, 

mid t.one, low tono 11 ate., and also "rising" and II fulling glides". These 

terms have no structural connotation, however. Tonemic oqui valents wl1-l bo 

foW1d in terms such as "the raised allotone of the high toneme", etc. 

7onetic data are presented in this paper by marking pitch lovols and con

tours with short lines within square brackets. Five relative levels are 

distinguished within these brackets, but there is no indication as to where 

these levels occur in the pitch-ro.nge of the speaker. The upper and lower 

limits of the brackets are adjusted to accommodate differences in pitch with 

regard to a particular utterance heard from a particular informant at a 

particular time. Where immediate comparisons are made between minimal or 

nearly-minimal pairs, however, we intend that the limits indicated by each 

set of brackets should be regarded as located at approximatoly·the same 

pitch. 

2. The Tonemes. 

2.1. Pitch contrasts. In the shape of tha tonemic norms, the majority 

of pitch contrasts in Xh are between a high level tone, a low level tone 

and a high-falling gliding tone. The latter is always bound to concomitant 

vocoid length and for reasons given later the glide is best interpreted 

tonemically in terms of its end-points, i.e., ·as the close-knit cluster 
11high-low 11 which falls upon a single syllable whose peak vocoid incorporates 

the length feature in order to accommodate the cluster. Xh thus has two 

register tonemes and every syllable of every utterance bears one or the 

other of these tonemes, or the close-knit cluster of two. 

2. 2. The high tc;meme. When uninfluenced by any of the conditioning 

factors described below, this toneme is realized at a pitch level discernibly 

higher than that of tpe allotone of the low toneme to be found in a similar 

non-influencing environme~t. • The pitch is maintained without any marked rise 

or fall. H symbolizes the high toneme in isolation; in association with the 

vowels and 3yllabic /m/, it is represented thus: /a e i 6 um/. There ure 

no restrictions on the distribution of H within an utterance. 

The some set of tonemes in one tonal step may be represented oy 
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markedly higher or lower pi tchos in another stop. The tonal-:-dowrrntop phe

nomenon thus produces its own allotonic variations which are, however, 

purely gradationnl nnd thus dofy precise definition. A full description of 

the phenomenon of tonal stepping is sufficient to account for these allo-· 

tones. 

Within any particular tonal step the following principal alloton'1s of 

H appear as a result of environmental influence: (a) A rising glide as a re

sult of consonantal influence, see J.2; (b) a raised high level tone as a 

result of a tendency of high tones in sequence to rise in crescendo, see J.8. 

2.3. The low toneme. When uninfluenced by its environment, this 

toneme is rAallzed at a relatively low pitch level by a tone which does not 

rise or fa1.l. The symbolization of this tonome is by Land /a e lo um/. 
Within any particular tonal step the following principal allotones of L 

appear as a result of environmental influence: (a) A ftlling glide resulting 

from assimilation to a high toneme in the immediately preceding syllable, 

which commonces at a fairly low level and glides gradually to a lower level; 

( b) a raised low or mid level tone resulting from assimilation to IIs in the 

immediately preceding and succeeding syllables. Allotone (a), when coin

ciding with the average short peak vocoid, may not always have an easily 

discernible glide. A certain minimum duration is necessary to recognize the 

glide, which is, however, always heard in slow precise speech, or where 

jw1etural or intonational length prolongs vocoid duration. In po.rtia.lly 

devoiced final syllables and very short syllables a raised level tone ma.y be 

heard instead of a glide. 

2.4. The close-knit cluster of two tonemes HL. Examples given at 2.9. 

illustrate the contrastive quality of the high-falling glide which differs 

from occurrences of the glide allotone of L mentioned above, by (a) a higher 

starting point and a more rapid descent, and (b) by always coinciding with a 

long vocoid. The pitch interval through which the glide moves varies con

siderably accordin~ to vocoid duration, but the fact that it always coincides 

with a loneth feature ensures that the glide is never obscured (cf. the 

glide o.llotono of L). The high-falling glide has a variant in the form of a 

rising-falling glide found under the same conditions of consonantal influence 

that produce the rising-glide allotone of H. 

2.5. In an earlier anol.ysis (The tonemes of Xhosa, African Stuni0~, 

.. 
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17: 2, 1958) the ·high-fulling glide wus interpreted as a third toneine and the 

ussociated length feuture tentatively identified as u non-distinctive, con

ditioned concomitant. It now seems preferable to rointorpret this tone

length complex and to identify the tone constituent as representing a cluster 

of two tonemes--virtually the only example of such clustering in the tonemic 

systom of Xh. One reason for proforring this interpretation is that in the 

tonal morphology of z, Nd and Sw the description of the tonal grammar is 

greatly simplified if toneme clustering on single syllables is recognized. 

In these languages the individual tonemes of some such clusters have to be 

assigned to different tonal morphemes. Although.this is never the case in 

Xh, there are advantages in retaining the same descriptive frame for the 

basically similar tonemic systems of Nguni. 

2.6. It is of interest to notice the close association between the 

tone-length complex under discussion and certain points in the segmental 

morphology. These points are located where syste~atically ordered syllable 

elision has occurred, either synchronically or diachronically. It is the 

length feature in particular which serves to indicate the former presence of 

an elided syllable because neither Hor L of the HL cluster can consistently 

be identified as the toneme of the lost syllable. Pursuing the investigation 

of length as a mark of syllable elision, it is found that in a very small 

number of forms such length coincides with a sustained high tone and not a 
falling tone. 

Examples of these forms are (penultimate-syllable 18ngth is the intona

tional/junctural feature referred to at 1 .1.): 

[ba 0 kuthe::1Jga] </G~akuthenga/ . 'They will buy', 

[la:] </lay~ law~ etc. 'that' or' 'those yonder'. 

These contractions are perfectly regular in colloquial and formal speech. In 

connection with the latter a minimal pair is to be found, viz. 

[lamado:da] 'these men' : [la:mado:da] 'those yonder men' 

For reasons evident from the discussion in the next paragraph, it is best to 

regard the length feature in these forms as conditioned rather than contras

tive and to recognize toneme plustering as the conditioning factor. There is 

in Xh therefore the common cluster HL, and the rare cluster HH appearing in 

forms such as those cited above, viz.: /S~thenga/, /1';/, /lrun~doda/. 

The extra length of certain syllable-peak vocoids is a complex phenomenon 

• 
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in Xh und di Cferent occurrences demund differont in torprotutions. Firstly 

there is length which is part of un utterance but not nn intogrul port of 

o.ny constituent morph or word, i.o. it cun be "lifted off". Such length is 

located in the penultimato syllable of words but not found in every word of 

an uttero.nco, except in a quite abnormal "dictation" style of speech. As 

indicated in 1.1., utterance medially the function of such lenGth in de

mo.rcutive (i.e. juncturul, marked in this p~er as/+/); utterance finully 

it is best assigned to an intonatio?· Secondly, there is the length con

comitant of toneme clusters (nearly alwa_ys HL) which is rigidly bound and 

not isolable. It is perfectly possible for toneme clusters to occur in 

word-penultimate syllables and, therefore, for the t.wo types of length 

occurrence to coincide. The apparent effdct of such coincidence would be 

the weakening of the signalling power of the juncture. As indicated at 4.7., 
however, this situation is largely obviated by· a morphotonemic process which 

replaces HL with H when no juncture follows. 

2.7. The following exemplification of HL includes an indication of the 

extent to which these clusters ore morphologically bound to items of seg

mental morphology and how closely they are associated with points at which 

historical or synchronic syllable elision has occurred (revealed in allo

morphs such as the synchronic alternants /f--111-/ as the prefix of class 5 
of nouns). 

( a) HL 'with the short perfect tEmse suffix /-e/, cf. / ile/ the long form of 
the suffix. 

( b) 

( c) 

(d) 

( e) 

/ndlthe/ 'I said' /S~S~th~/ 'They have hit 1 

HL with indicative remote past tense subJ'e t·v- 7 d / d~ c i u..i. concor s, e.g. n a-
< ndi-a-/, /wa- < u-a-/, etc. 

/waph~ 'You gave• /ndallm~ 1 I ploughed' .. 
HL with locative demonstrative copulatives. 1st position form: /nasi/ 

'Here it is' (a dish). 3rd position form: /nasiya/ 'There it is yondor' 
( u dish) ~ ,J 

HL w.i. th 

/660.w~/ 
HL with 

/l~yo/, 

/lent~/ 

class 2a noun prefix /B-/, cf. the alternant /awo-/ found in z. 
1 our fathers 1 

the short 2nd positional demonstrative /18/, cf. the long forms 
/l~wo/. 

'that thing' /lowitu/ 'that person' 
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(f) HL with the prof.ix /in--.rm--in--il)-/ of certain cla0::; 10 nouns, cf. tho 

disyllabic prefix /izin--izim--iziii--izil)-/ found with monosyllubic 

stems. ( Class 1 O nouns fall into two groups, viz. ( u) those idontical 

in singular and plural, e.g. /intak'a/ 1 bird 1 or 1 birds 1 , /icl\iadi/ 

'book' or 'books'; (b) those which differentiate singular and plural by 

the toneme of the profix, e.g., /i"'qnw~lo/ 'wagon', /{°''l)knol/ •oxen 1 (cf. 

the plural forms above). A strong, but incomplete, correlation exists 

between (a) and tonomorphologic classes of nouns with an initial Lon the 

stem, and (b) with tonomorphologic classes with initial H.) 
/iq w~lo/ 1wagons 1 /i1Jk 1a5l/ 'oxen' 

(g) HL with the allomorphs /1-/ and /u-/ of the prefixes of noun classes 5 
and 11, cf. /ill-/ and /~lu-/ occurring with monosyliabic s:t,ems. (Nouns 

with a stem-initial H have the vari~ts /f.-/ and /i-/, /u-/ and /(i-/ in 

the speech of our informants, with /u-/ and /i-/ usually associated with 

/
A ' !-, ''/ /" ' '-,th" '/ If I careful speech, e.g. ihhae-1 hhae 1 horse 1 , uthal)go-u al)go ence • 

Nouns with stem-initial L have only /i-/ and /(i-/ as prefixes, cf. /r-/ 
and /u-/ as variants in Zand possibly other dialects of Xh.) 

/ith~ba/ 1 hope 1 /fuw~l~/ 1 a hair f 

(h) HL in tense forms of the copulative conjugation marking a point ,where a 

defunct copulative auxiliary verb *-li previously occurred. 

/ekhon!V < *elikhona 'while he is present' 

/emhl~/ < *elimhle 'she being beautiful' (participial tense) 

(1) Examples in which HL is not morphologically bound, but takes its place 

with Hand Lin the toneme patterns associated with particular tono

morphologic classes of nouns, verbs, etc., are provided at 4.3. and 4.Lp 

2.8. The conditioning of allotones. Environmental features on both the 

segmental and suprasegmental planes influence the representation of tonemes 

very profoundly. Of the five main conditioning factors given below, it will 

be seen that the first is associated with the segmental environment and the 

remainder with the suprasegmental environment. The latter arise out of the 

mutual .Lnfluence of tonem~s in sequence. Only an outline of the effects of 

these conditioning factors is given below, a full description being postponed 

until 3. 1 . ff. 

(1) A consonant_frequently produces a distortion of the representation of the 

toneme borne_by the immediately-succeeding vowel. Approximately one-third 
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of tho total number of consonants act as "dopro:rnors" and produce 

lowered allotonos of H. Non-phonemic rising glides ure tho result of 

the influonco of depressor consonants. Depressors are consonants incor

porating the sow1d features: voicing accompanied by stop, or constriction 

which produces friction. (Soe J.2. for a. full list of these consonants.) 

Consonants which laci{ these features in combination are 11no1.-11npr0ssora 11 

and '3Xercise no influence on tones. A depressor separated from the 

vowel by /w/ still exercises its influence. 

In sequences including high o.nd low tonemes the representation of a high 

toneme immedio.tely succeeding a low toneme is neurly always lower in 

pitch than that of any preceding high toneme (e.g., in sequences of the 

type HUI, iIT.H, HIBL, HIBL and also HLLH, iIT.LH, etc.), and a low toneme 

immediately succeeding a high toneme has an allotone lower in pitch than 

that of any preceding low toneme, although this tonal downstop is less 

prominent than that involving the high tonemes. The phenomenon of the 

tonal downstep is a common one in Bantu and accounts for the pitch de

scent from the beginning to the end of an utterance or portion thereof. 

The boundary of the tonal step, which is the unit within which pitch 

contrasts are rigidly maintained, always lies between the tonemes in the 

sequence LH. The sequence HHLLHLLHLHLHL, for example, can be broken up 

into the following tonal steps: HHLL-HLL-HL-HL-HL. Downsteps do not._ 

normally occur in sequences of like tonemes. 

(3) A low toneme coinciding with a non-depressor and immediately succeeding 

a high toneme is raised by assimilation and is usually realized as a 
falling glide. 

(4) In sequences of the toneme H, there is a tendency for each H to be 

C.• 

realized at a pitch slightly higher than the preceding Hor, alternatively,. 

a sequence of three or more Hs is realized as a sequence of relatively 

high pitches of about the same level, except for the final H which is of 

a higher pitch than any preceding H. This "crescendo of Hs in sequence" 

is, however, seldom evident when the sequence is broken by a syllable in 

which H coincides with a depressor. (The use of the term "tendency II in 

statements regarding the conditioning of tonemes, indicates that tho 

effects of the conditioning factor under discussion nre nea.rly always, 

but not invar~ably, evident. Where "tend II or "tendency II is not used, the 
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occurrence con be regarded as one of perfect regularity.) 

(5) A low toneme fulling between two high tonomos is raised by assimilation 

to the latter. This process takes place even if the low toneme coincides 

with a depressor. 

2.9. The tonernes exemplified. The aim of this paragraph is to illus

trate the pitch contrasts that occur at syllable peaks, in subs tan l,i.a.L ~ on of 

our interpretation of such contrasts. By means of minimal or neariy-minimo.l 

pairs Land Hare contrasted, and each is then contrasted with the cluster HL. 

( a) The H: L contrast: 

/~sinda/ [- .... -_ J I to escape I: /~slnda/ c--,_ J I to smear£ 

Note on /lDcusinda/: (i) Tonal downstep between 2nd nnd 3rd tonemes. (ii) 

The 2nd toneine is raised by assimilation to the preceding and succeeding 

H. 

Note on /clc~slnda/: (i) The realization of the 3rd toneme by a falling 

glide is due to assimilation to the preceding H. (ii) 1st and 2nd 

tonemes rise in crescendo. 

/~qtlile/ [----J 'he has started': /uqtlile/ [_--_] 1You have started 1 

/ ~~thaJ)g~ c-~., J I thighs I: / ~~tha.IJga/ c--,_] I pumpkins I 

Note that depressor /g/ coinciding with H produces a rising glide. 

/ndlya.qaa/ [ ____ ] 'I select': /ndlya.q~Sa/ [ __ -_] 'I smear clay' 

Note that the assimilation of the final L to the1 pneceding H tends to 
I 

neutralize the effect of the downstep process. 

/isizlS~ [-- __ ] 'piece of cloth': /isizLba/ [-- __ ] 'pool' 

/sikhon~ [-,-] 1It is present 1 (class 7 reference): /slkhon~ [ __ -J 1We 
are present 1 

(b) The H:L contrast: 

/~sinda/ [---_] 'to escape': /ttlrusinda/ [--\_J 1 to weigh down' 

(The form /ukusinda/ provides a satisfactory triplet, in which the thi=d 

nyllable illustrates the H:LiHL contrast, in the case of some idiolects 

only. In others /~sinda/ signifies both 1 to weigh down' and 1 to escape 1 • 

In Z also the latter are homophones. Observe in the examples given hw 

the toneme pattern coinciding with the noun prefixes is entirely deter

mined by the first toneme of the stem.) 

/n~:ya.kuo~na/ [ ___ -_] 'I see you': /nctlyakut>ona/ [_ \_] 1 I will see: 

/lomntu/ [--_J 'this person 1 : /lo~tu/ ['-_J 'that person' 

/i,l~khwe/ [--] 1dress 1 : /il~khwe/ [\_] 'dresses' - -





I I ........ 

( c) 
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- ( ' 1:, t, ) • /lif~ntlo/ /lifl~n{lo/ L-- ] 'It hus wn.ntod' inc.Uca.tive pcrlec on~e • 

[--\.J 'lt ~aving wuntcd 1 (pa.rticipinl perfect tense) 

/sikhon_;; [-,-] 1 It is present': /sikhonlV' [' ,-] 'it being proaont• 

( pa.rtic.lpial tense) 

The HL: L contrast: 
/i]therJga/ [-,_] •cattle· post': /ithaJJeo. [-,_] 'pwnpkin' (Informants also 

give the nl ternant /itho.rJga./ [' \ _ _]) 
tens e)·: /slkhona/ [ __ -] /sikhoniV [\~-] 'it being present' (participial 

1 we are present' 
/Btllmsl r-' \] I they have ploughed I (indicative per feet tense): /Sal{me/ 

[--_] 'they should plough' (subjw1ctiv0 present tense) 

/i..,mbila/ [""\_] 'a. single one' (used in negative constructions signifying 

"not a single one"): /imbala/ [- __ ] 'skin blernish 1 

/~sik'a/ [--\_] 1 to cut•: /ltic~sltha/ [--,_] •to screen' 

2.10. Pitch contrasts associated with unpredictable tonal downsteps. 

In sequences of Hs tonal downsteps do not occur, .there being, in fact, a 

tendency towards stepping up rath~r than down ( see J .8) . • Allotones of H 

which, in an utterance, become progressively lower in pitch can only be in

terpreted as such if the boundary of a tonal step (lying between the tonemes 

in the sequence Lll) falls somewhere between such allotonos. 'Downsteps in 

the representation of Hs in unbroken sequence have been recorded, however, 

and these occur mainly at points where syllable elision has reduced di

syllabic noun prefixes to single syllables, i.e., /~lu- >~-/,/ill-> i-/ 

(see 2.7 (g)). In such cases syllable elision has caused L between two Hs 

to disappear, thus remov1ng in the process ·an overt tonal-step boundary. 
' 

.:., 

There is, however, no subsequent readjustment in the representation of the • 

second H, whose representative is then, by comparison with that of the first 

H, a lowered high tone, e.g.: 

/~w~le/ [--_] 1 a hair' < *~lunw~le 

/ith~mba/ [-- J 'hope' < *illth~mba - . 
It is noteworthy that certain class 9 nouns are similarly affected (only 

nouns with stems of·more syllables than one in our data), o.nd o.lso nouns in 

cluss 1a, particularly loanwords, e.g.: 

/inhl~ko/ [--_] 1heud 1 < *inihloko 

/intwfm'a/ C--_J 'small thing' < *inithwana 
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(The two preceding reconstructed stems are presented in present-day pho-

f i They are not correlated with any nomic shape us ~ matter o conven ence. 

purticulur historical level.) 

/iDk-l~Dh""W'~zl/ [---_] 'star' 

/~,~ [--] 'A' 

/~h~kho/ [--_] 'grandmother' 

( d th t th reductl. ·on of the class 9 prefix to a mono-It is often assume a e 

d t hit • all tl l..Illl.. ·1ur proce~s that has affected clas~ syllable out u es s or1.c y 1e s -
5 and 11 prefixes. This view is supported by the presence synchronically 

of the allomorphs /ili--i-/, /ulu--u-/, but the total absence of *ini- as 

a prefix. It is of interest, therefore; that an unpredictable tonal down

step resulting from the reduction of a disyllabic prefix, can occur in 

class 9 in the same way as in classes 5 and 11.) 

Contractions that produce unpredictable downsteps between Hs are con

fined to certain morphologic categories and this creates potentially a new 

set of contrasts (i.e., that between a high and a lowered-high tone, or a 

raised high tone and a high tone). A small number of minimal pairs attest 

to the fact that these contrasts do, in fact, exist, even though their 

functional load is small. 

/igila/ [-/ _] 'fowl's crop 1 : /igila/ [-I_] 'he knocking against' (parti

cipial present tense of /-gila/ 1knock against') 

/S~th~mba/ [--_] 1 of hope' (possessiye qualificative) (or /Sath~mba/ of 

which the alternant /ith~mba/ 1hope 1 is part): /b~th~mba/ [--_] 'they 

hoping 1 (participial present tense of /-themba/ 1 hope 1 ) 

/{qnhltla/ [-/ ] 1larynx 1 : /{qnhltla/ [-; ] 'it giving abundant milk' - -
(participial tense of /-q ~ula/ 1 give abundant milk') 

2.11. To identify a third toneme as a solution to the problem of pitch 

contrasts associated with unpredictable tonal downsteps is unsatisfactory 

from a number of aspects. For example, the interpretation as two distinct 

"high" tonemes of two identical sets of tones--which under normal circum

stances have a fixed allotonic relationship to one another--on either side 

of a transient tonal step (it is alternatively overt and covert in the alter

nation of noun prefixes /ill--i-/, /~lu--~-/ and also between singular and 

and plural forms--see below) greatly complicates Xh morphoton~nics: In some 

nouns the same s~em would appear sometimes with one and sometimes with the 

• 
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other of two patterns, e.g. (the problematic 11lowerod-high 11 toneme is not 

marke<l in tho following): 

/ithrunbo/ [~-_] 1hope 1 , cf. /~ath~bn/ [-_-_] 'hopes' 

/icici/ [---] 'earring', cf. /:UOacici/ [-_--] 'earrings• 

The recognition of a third toneme would result in~ s;ubstitution of tonemes 

bet'ween the singular and plural forms 6f these nouns, which in every aspect 

are members of the tonomorphologic classes with stem patterns Hl and fill re

spectively. 

Descriptive complexity associated with the recognition of a third toneme 

Kust, if possible, be avoided and our solution is to phonemicize the covertly 

present tonalstep boundary at the point where high tones are stepped down. 

It requires the setting up of a "step juncture" ( symbolized by / 7 /) which is 

realized phonetically in the form of the downstep between "high" tones in 

sequence and this juncture marks the boundary of a tonal step in the same 

wey as the sequence LH. (In pitch, the downstep is approximately the 

difference between one of the five levels that we recognize, and the next be

low it.) Examples given above are thus transcribed as follows: /~ 7 nw~le/ 1 a 
I , , , '/ I , , , ~ I I , ~ I I , , , ~ I ho..ir', i nhlok 1 o 1head 1 , i .ntwan1::1,1 •small thing', u 7 ,1::1,1 'A', i gilU/ 

'fowl's crop', /ti~ 7 th~mbn/ 1 of hope', j{,qnhltla/ 'larynx', /i 7 th~ba/ 1hope 1 , 

/i 7 cici/ 1 earring 1 • (class 5 and 11 nouns may appear with the· prefix alter

nants /t-/ and /u-/, in which case no step juncture need be marked as the 

boundary of the tonal step is contained in the toneme patterns H'LHL, i11JIT.L, 
etc.) 

Step juncture is entirely confined to a position between two Hs o.nd, 

should either H disappe9.r as a result of the workings of tonal morphology, 

/
7

/ disappears also. "Between two 0 Hs11 includes Hof the cluster HL, e.g., • 

/~
7 khunl/ [-,_] 'wood', /i,~k•osl/ [-,] 1 chief 1 (i.e. HlU,L). 

The occurrence of / 7/ is predictable morphologically to a high degree, 

i.e., in singular..nouna of.classes 5, 9 and 11 whose stem-i~itiaJ. syllable 

coincides with Hor HL. (Those with Lin a similar position have, of course, 

no tonal step to·be marked, e.g. /idada/ 1duck 1 .) It may also occur else

where, notably: (a) in pronominal posaesaives, e.g., /~ 7 lwakho < ~lw~-kho/ 

'your one•; (b) at points where the morphotonemic change HittL > H7 HH occurs 
(see examples at 4.7 below). 
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J. E11vironmcmtal influrmcr.s: t.hoi.r nnture n.ncl effoct.,. 

J.1. Allotonos &re conditioned by factors already referred to at 2.8. 

These conditioning fuctoru exercise a uniform influence on the reprosentation 

of all tonemes, although the full effects of their influence are not entirely 

predictable and require examination in detail. 

J.2. Fac·tor 1. The high ·tonorne is lm,cruLl uy li1J11ru:.;,;0,:,;. , vj1, • ;,.,u.r:..; 

are voiced consonants with an inherent low tone and because of this the voice 

is forcibly lowered to a pitch well below that which would provide the nor

mal realization of H. The full list of depressors is: /b d dy g mh nh v z 

gr hh dl dz j gc gq gx cnh qnh xnh/. The influence of a depressor is not 

lost when /w/ intervenes between it and a vowel. The representatives of 

vowels exercise no influence whatsoever on tones and in passing from a de

pressor at the syllable margin to the immediately succeeding vowel, there is 

release from the effect of the depressor and a consequent striving to achieve 

the required pitch level of H. It is clear that under these circumstances a 

rising glide results and a glide of this kind coinciding with a depressor is 

a certain indication of H. H can thus be realized by an a).lot.one of the 

shape [ 1] at various pitch levels. The representation of HL ls by a rising
falling glide [/\ J. 

Allotone [ 1] exemplified: 

/ndlz~e/ [_/_] 'I should strive' (subjunctive present tense) 

/u~ile/ [_(-_] 1You have ·wakened' 

/izilonda/ [-/-.__] •wounds' 

/~zama/ [_;_] 'He striving' (participial present tense) 

/ndlTJglilih~ba/ [_ 1 / _] 'I can walk 1 

/TJg~so/ [/-] I by means 

. /~c l\.radinl/ [--I_] 
of it' (instrumental adverb) 

toneme pattern. 
'in the book', cf. /~TJk'om~nl/ [---_] with the same 

/ndo.kheth:. I [I\ ,-J I I h I ( 
f:i./ c ose indicative remote past tense) 

I ,., \ :_ I [I\ 
zfilimut ,-J 'They ploughed' 

/i-'mbuzl/ [- A_] I goat' 

/~dela/ c--/\ J I to despise I 

/~nj~/ [- 1 ] 1lik-e th" 1 ( 1 ti is re a ve qualificative) 
3.3. The auditory perception of all conditi·oned 

glides, including those 
occurring as the result f d"t• • f 0 con 1 ioning actor 3, is heavily dependent upon 

• 
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vocoid duration. The duration of the normal short peak vocoid in quick 

speech may not be sufficient to discern the glido and, instead, o. very short 

level tone near to the starting point of the glide is heard. A keen ear may, 

of course, discern a glide in the majority of cases. All glides emerge 

clearly, however, when they coincide with o. vocoid made long by the presence 

of juncturo, or when the rate of ut,t.ornnco .is slowod down. 

It ~ill be seen therefore, that as a result of the conditioning factors 

discussed in this section, H may be heard as a "mid tone" or even a "low 

tone". Si.mj.J.Rrly L may be heard as a "mid tone" or even a "high tone 11. 6 

J.4. Factor 2. A high toneme is lower in pitch than any preceding 

high toneme if separated from it by one or more low tonemes (or by step 

juncture). Similarly a low toneme tends to be lower in pitch than any pre

ceding low toneme separated from it by one or more high tonemes. In se

quences of tonemes contained between the beginning of an utterance and the 

first juncture, utterance-medially between junctures, or between juncture 

and the end of an utterance, a tonal downstep nearly always occurs after the 

boundary that lies between the tonemes in the sequence LH. Where His in

volved (e.g., in the sequence HlJI) the fall in pitch from the first to the 

second high toneme is usually more noticeable than in the case of the low 

toneme, as, for example, the fall between the first and second Lin tho 
'> 

sequence LHL. Not only is the downstep between low tonemes ·loss prominent, 

but it is also more frequently neutralized by the operation of factors J 
and 5. 

Many short utterances thus descend towards their end in a series of 

tonal steps with results such as: (a) Lin the final step is lower than any 

preceding L; (b) Hin the final step is lqwer than any preceding H, and, in• 

fact, may be little higher than Lin an immediately preceding stop. (All 

utterances are not a straight descent .from their beginning to their end. See. 
3. 1 2 below.) 

The phenomenon of tonal downsteps provides the interpretation of "mid 

tones" which confused earlier investigators, e.g., in /nlya.f~da/ [ __ - J 
'You are learning•. A superficial examination made in ignorance of th~ 

downstep phenomenon may result in the postulation of three significant 
pitch levels in this form. 

Examples given at 3.6.illustrate fully the phenomenon of the ton~.l 
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downstep. 
J.5. Conditioning fuctors /~ (crescendo of Hs in sequence) and 5 (tonal 

assimilation of u low ton01n0 between two high tonomes) tond to neutralize 

the downstep phenomenon and affect in particular the toneme L. An example 

in connection with conditioning foctor 5 will be found in /a.J.lyikheth~ga/ 

at J.11. The following illustrat,e downstep neutralization as a result of 

factor 4: 
/imfe ~c in~e/ [:-_----] 'small sugar cane• 

(ll on the 1 st and 5th syllables is realized at the same pitch level. A 

,crescendo of Hs in sequence occlli's over the 3rd, 4th and 5th syllables.) 

/ndlB\tl.~le/ [_--,] 'I killed' 

1(1 on the first and last syllable has about the some pitch level.) 

The downstep phenomenon as it affects Lis also likely to be absent 

\.Whore L coincides with a non-depressor and a peak vocoid which is either of 

wery short duration, or is in utterance-final position. In both cases (as 

m result of devoicing in the latter case) the usual low-falling glide is 

often not discernible and only the initial, consonantally-influenced portion 

of the allotone is perceived. 

J.6. The phenomenon of.the tonal downstep is illustrated.by the follow

Lng examples which are grou~ed initially according to sequence types. Within 

pohonologic phrases (portions of utterances delimited by /+/) tonal down

sitepping proceeds across word-boundaries o.nd is unaffected by them. Examples 

mf this are included under "miscellaneous examples"· 

s:equence HI..J-1: 

/indlm;/ [-_-] 1patch of cultivat'ed ground' • 

/indleo~/ [-_-] 1 ear 1 

/~s~B~ndzl/ [--.-- J 'worker• 

/~buhf~/ ["->-] 1 be~uty 1 

/abab,;_ntu/ ['-- _] I these people' 

/.isll)g~sl/ c--; ~ J I English I 

/ nctingalu1c~mbl/ [ 1-1_] 'I should not go 1 (present subjunctive tense) 
Sequence HLITt: 

/~ufutha/ [-""\ ] 

/umzfmba/ r- /\ -] 
/umphul)ga/ c-""'\=J 

I fat 1 

1 body 1 

'lung' 

1many 1 

0 
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Sequence iTLHL: 
/f.y;rJk'e/ ['--] (cf. /iy~rJk'e/ [--_] •It is all there') (u near equivu-

lont to English· "after all said and done") 

/w.1w~lo/ ['- -J Ill hair I 

Soriucnce ffi,Lll: 

/nJilima/ [ /\,-] 1 I plouGhf"cl' 

/wo..kheth!V [\,-] 1You1 or 'He chose•. 

/lontombi/ [' ,1J 'that girl' 

Sequence LHL: 
/ub~lele/ [--,_] JYou have thanked' 

/nkuth®dl/ [ __ -_] 1You do not like' 

Sequence LHLL: 

/ndlya.kubopha/ [ ___ \_] 1I will tie' 

/lililvuya/ [-- /\_] •to be joyful' 

Miscellaneous examples: 

HL-H:, /~b®tu ~b~g~n®t~/ c--_--1-··J I people who have nothing' 

/~f~da islrJg~sl k~l~/ [--_--/_- __ ] 1He reads English well' 

H-IJI: /irJkom~ ly~kwe/ [- -- _-_] I The beast should be left' 

HL-Ht: /~tu w~pha imali/ c--_, -----J I The person gaye him money I 

HL-LHL: /t,~o~the kakhulu/ [-'"\ -\ - J I They have hit a great deal I 

3.7. Factor 3. The low toneme coinciding with a non-depressor and 

immediately succeeding a high toneme is raised by assimilation to the latter. 

Falling glides are the usual result of 'the influence of this conditioning 

factor, unless the peak vocoid is so short that the gl~de is obscured. The 

following examples illustrate the allotone ['-] of L. 

• 

/~Saw~/[-,-] 'my father' 

/Seytllma/ [--..,__] 'They are ploughingL 

/~slnda/ L--,_J 1 to smear' 

/~ntw®enl/ [--,_] 'in a small thing', cf. /~nt~jenl/ [-- __ ] 'on a rope', 

of the same tonerne pattern. 

It is the effect of the preceding high toneme alone which conditions the 

glide, as the following comparison shows: 

/slslndlle/ [ ___ ] 'We have smeared', cf. /ti.k~slnda/ 'to smear• 

J .8. Factor 4° In a sequence of Hs each H tends to be higher in pi tc11 

than the preceding·toneme, or, alternatively, final Hin a sequence of Hs 
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tends to bo highor in pitch than o.ny othor • Tho crcsconclo of lls in sequence 

• d t h throe or more Hs occur in se-( tonal ups tops) is o. process most evi • on w en . 

quence nono of which coincide with o. dopressor consonan·t. The procons is 
' h" also often discernible when the sequence consists of two Hs only. In t is 

connection the presence of O tonal upstep in noun prefixos with thA toneme 

b b d • examples previously given. Further ex-pattorn HH will have een o serve in 

runplos are provided by the following: 

/1.ib~nila/ [---_] •rt has seen' (indicative perfect tense) 

/iti/ c--J 1 tea 1 

/1.iro~doda/ [-- __ ] 'these men' 

/S~n~l/ [--_J 1 See!' 

/~s~~Sendza/ c---\_] 'he still workinG' (po.rticipinl prcs0.nt tcnno) 

/~~~dla/ [---_] 1He .hos strength' 

When a sequence includes a syllable in which H coincides \.Ii th a de

pressor, the process is not as noticeable as in the examples given above, but 

it may occur, as the last two examples given below indicate. The crescendo 

becomes more prominent if the syllable introduced by the depressor is long 

enough for H to recover from the lowering effect of the consonant. 

/SaJ)g~da/ [-r_J 'They can learn• 

/;~~la.na/ [-r'-J 'They agree• 

/~h~blle/ [-; __ ] 1He has gone' 

/ndlIJg~z~za/ [-1 I_] 1 I can earn 1 

/~zind~Senl/ [-;1,_] I in the affairs I 

Hin the cluster HL does not take part in this process of tonal upsteps, 
e.g. ..... 

/~fihla/ [-,_J 'he concealing' 

/S~s~una/ [-""\_] I they still wanting' 

3.9. It has been stated that the crescendo of Hs in sequence is most 

noticeable when Hs are unfettered by depressors in the sequence. In this 

connection it will have been observed that in a sequence of Hs in which none 

coincide with depressors, the complete sequence is often raised in the pitch

range of the speaker above the region within which a similar sequonce incor

porating a syllable with depressor consonant would occur. Particular atten

tion is dra~n to this phenomenon where it occurs in the noun prefixes. For 

example, /isi-/ iA likely to bear allotones noticeably higher in pitch than 

.... 

• 
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than /izl-/, o.g. 
/isitya/ [--_] •a dish', cf. /izityu/ [-1_] 1dtshes 1 

/isihlWJG~/ [--·,J] 1 shoe 1 , cf. /izihlal)g~/ [- 1.J] 'shoes' 

Tho following comparisons provide further illustrations: 

/liph~lile/ c---_j 1 It has finished', cf. /li~yile/ [-1 --J 'It has boen 

joyful' 
/1{5iz.1lo/ c----] I He has reported I' cf. /libizile/ [--1 - J I He has called I 

(indicative perfect tense) and /liSizfle/ [--~_] 'he having called' 

(participial perfect tense) i 

3.10. As a corollary to factor 4, it may be stated that 11a sequence of 

Ls always proceeds at approximately the same pitch level and tonal steps do 

not occur within the sequence", e.g. 

/slbeklle/ [ ____ ] 1We have looked at 1 

/~sindzulu kakhulu+/ [-----\_] 'very deep' 

J.11. Factor 5. The low toneroe between two high tonemes tends to be 

raised by assimilation. The following comparisons illustrate this process of 

tonal assimilation: 

/tio~olni/ c--" -] I two I ' cf. /~o~looo/ c--,_ J I friendship I 

/indleB;/ [-_-] 1 ear 1 , cf. /indlala,/ L __ j 1 famine 1 

/izlf~do/ C-_-_] 1 lessons 1

, cf. /~zlpho/ [- __ ] 1 nail 1

' 

The process is less evident when L between two high toneines coincides 

with a depressor consonant, e.g. 

/islf~go/ r---] I oath I, cf. /izlf~go/ L -- J I oaths I 

/a..llyikheth~ga/ [__ ---_] 1He has not chosen it', cf. /'all;;vo.l~ga/ 
[__- __ ] 'He has not· shut it 1 

3.12. The influence of conditioning factors at syntactic boundaries. 

Environmental influences operate at word-boundaries as well as word-medially. 

See, for example, the tonal downstep phenomenon as illustrated at J.6; assim

ilation in: ;;b~tu b~indzl/ c-----_J 'The people are many'; and the 

crescendo of Hs in sequence in the following 

/itl lph~lile/ [-----_] 'the tea is finished' 

/so.k.heth; ·islbttl.u/ [', -- ../ _] 'We chose Afrikaans I 

/int~ yclcho/ c---_J I youx thing' 

However, an utterance-medio.l juncture marks a point at which factors 2, 3, 4 
and 5 often cease to exercise any influence. (The only other points at ~hich 

• 
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tl\\l inrlu011co of condi tiuning factors is regularly su:.;punded is immediately 

Tllo rop resentution of /+/ I1ev0r coincidos 
bofore and after un idoophone • 

k d ff by / +/ o.ro "phono
\.li th a:n idooph011e.) Portions of utterances mar e 0 

logic phrases II and many interno.l po.uses, including puu::;es for breath, a.re 

J:Jll(lc at a phonologic-phruse boundary. ( In normal speech /+/ usuully narks 

off such syntactic units as: noun-adjective, verb-adverb, nowi-uujuctlve

adverb, etc.) When tonal downstepping is broken, as it obviously must be 

in long utterances, it is after /+/ that a now starting level for tho 

stepping process is asswned. Where phonologic phrase and macrosegment 

boundaries coincide, there is a particularly strong likelihood of the 

stepping process starting at a different level (usually higher) from that 

at which it left off. (An intonation is the unique constituent of a macro

segment. The end of an intonation coincides W'ith the end of a macrosegment.) 

The following utterance has been recorded (on different occasions) with both 

a higher and a lower starting point after the utterance-medial juncture. A 

higher _starting point after /+/ is indicated in the exrunple. 

/~thl+uf~da k~l~+ c-- ---,_] 1He seys you read well 1 

An unusually big downstep after /+/ was found in the folloving example: 

/ndlslS~na·k~l~+isih+aD~+/ [ __ - - 1 1 see the shoe well' 
--,/] 

3 .13. Summary of influences. It is noW' clear that either of the to

names of Xh mey be realized at almost any level within the pitch-range of 

the speaker. A number of factors, either individually or in combination, 

determine the level at which a toneme is actually realized and the shape of 

the allotone. Firstly, there is hardly any toneme which escapes the influ

ence of the five conditioning factors described above. The influence of 

these five factors is tonernically important as they account for the range of 

allotonic variation. Secondly, there are various influences which affect 

complete utterances or portions of utterances. 

Differences in pitch level which are significant from the aspect of 

intonation (see 5.1.), and the emotional background to the utterance, both 

represent a type of influence W'hich results in· the raising or lowering in 

pitch of whole stretches of speech and usually affects both high and low 

tonemes equally and in the same wo,y--at least it does not destroy contrasts. 

Such changes, most of which may be loosely described as changes in "key 11, do 

• 
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b t ton 0 mes Or the shape of individual tonomes, not disturb contrasts o ween 
und are nonsignificunt as far as the tonemic system is concorned • 

Other features associuted with the production of tho spoech signal 

affect the representation of ton~nos in a way which cannot be disregarded 

from the aspect of the functioning of the tonemic system. A rapid rate of 

utterance, for example, tends to dimi ni:1h the pitch-interval between H and 

Land its effect on glide allotones·has been discussed abovo. nuvld rate of 

utterance, plus the factors of breath-group duration and position within the 

breath-group, may have the effect of obscuring tonemic contrasts pn.rtially 

or completely. (Contrasts ar·e always most prominent in words uttered in 

isolation.) The pitch-interval between Hand L diminishes as the breath

group is extended and there may, in fact, be no discernible interval between 

high and low tonemes .at the end of a long, quickly-uttered breath-group. 

However, we regard such reduction and attenuation as factors connected with 

redundancy present in the speech signal and features of a highly colloquial 

style wh1ch require no consideration in cur analysis. 

4. The function of tonemes. 
I I 

4.1. A study of the function of tonemes in the grammatic structure of 

Xh is largely an examination of tonal morphemes and ellomorphs which are 

associated with morphologic categories and subcategories .. There are few 

examples of a permanent association between tonemes and the gagmenttl con

stituents of morphs. Rather, the association lies between-the tonemes them

selves within tonomorphs of different shapes. As far as tonemes are con

cerned, the unit is that of a group of tonemes arranged in a particular way 

and associated with a particular grammatic category or subcategory. The 

association between tonemes and segmental morphs is of the loosest, and 

only in re~atively few instances do our data yield examples of segmental 

morphemes which consistently bear the same tonemes. 

The study of the configuration of the large number of tonomorphs, and 

their combination and substitution in the processes of the graruII1ar, reveals 

a most intricate system of tonal grammar which is still largely unexplored. 

It seems necessary that tonal grammar be described as a system apart from, 

but correlated with, that involving segmental morphemes. Among the reasons 

for this is the fact that it seems that description will be facilitated in 

some cases by aligning a single tonomorpheme with more than one segmental 

• 
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morpheme. For example, in the vorbnl conjugation greater simplicity ia 

achieved by associating toneme patterns with stems rather than roots. 

55 

4.2. Tonal morphology. Although the immediate concern of this paper 

is with the identification and description of tonemes, some explanation of 

th 8 \./orkings of tonal morphology is necessary, if only for the reason that 

the certain identification of some tonemes distorted by their environrients, 

is sometimes assisted by reference to the shape of the tonomorphemes involved. 

The data given below are chosen to illustrate the shape of certain important 

tonal morphemes and the workings of tonal grammar. 

4.J. The toname patterns of disyllabic noun prefixes. The disyllabic 

prefixes have the patterns HL or HH and the choice between these patterns is 

determined simply by the initial toneme of the stem. A stem-initial high 

toneme determines HL, while a stem-initial low tonerne determines HH. A 

simple rule of dissimilation is thus seen to operate across the morpheme 

boundary. 

/ , , , , I r- J /' , , '/ -ama~ela, L --- 'thieves', cf. amadoda [- __ ] 1men 1 

/~b~tha/ C---_J •to hit', cf. /~bala/ [--,_] 'to count• and /~Sona/ 
[--,_] I to see 1 

/~aisa/ [--_J 1.to send 1 , cf. /~sEV' [---] 1 to dawn' 

/~zl/ c--_J 'kraal', cf. /::Jnzi/ [-,;] 'thatching grass' 

The toneine patterns of disyllabic adjectival concords are, to a large extent, 

governed by similar considerations to those indicated above, i.e., the rule 
of dissimilation, e.g. 

/ , ' , , \ '/ 
isitho esikhulu c-_--_,_J 'big foot', cf. /islth~ ~sindzlma/ c- --- J - ·--1 heavy foot' 

/ilitye ~liu~/ [-----,-] 'warm stone', cf. /ilitye ~lllltla/ [----_-_] 

'light stone• and /ilitye ~libandzi/ [----,/] 'broad stone' 

(Concords used with monosyllabic adjectival sterns· have unifqrmly the pattern 

HL, except for the stern /-fie/ where.forms with the HL pattern contrast with 
those with HH.) 

4.4. The tonal behavior of disyllabic verb stems in the conjugation. 

Most of these verb stems fall into three tonornorphologic groups, viz. (1) HLL, 
( 2) HL, (3) LL (infinitive stem-patterns), but this trichotomy is maintained 

in only a small percentage of the subcategories of the verbal conjugation. 
In most conjugati'onal f t f th h arms woo ese groups s are a single toneme pattern, 

6 
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,.,,hilo in o. few instances .one toneme pattern is shared by all three. The u 

following indicates the allocation of some common disyllabic verb stems 

among the tonomorphologic groups. 

1 . HLL 2. HL 

/-bila/ 1write 1 /-S~thn/ 1hit 

/-Sonn/ 1 see /-b~ln/ 1 bore a hole' 

/-Suya/ 1 return' /-6~k 1 a/ 'place' 

/-ro.n'o./ 1want 1 /-hh~ba/ 1walk 1 

/-hlola./ I investigate' /-ltla./ 'lie down' 

/-vuya./ 1 be joyful' /-hl~tha/ 1 became replete' 

3. LL 

/-Sala/ 1 count 1 

/-clTJgu/ 'think' 

/-beka./ 1 look at 1 

/-gula/ I be ill' 

/-z8JJ1a/ 'strive' 

/-hlutha/ 1plunder 1 

The behavior of these tonal groups through part of the verbal conjugation is 

exemplified below. In finite forms the subjectival reference ia to the 1st 

person, plural, in each case, e.g. /sigula/, /asigulr)ga/, etc. 

Infinitive positive: 

(These forms occur before/+/. HH substi-• 

tutes for final HtL in other positions.) 

Indicative present positive (long form): 

Indicative remote past positive: 

Indicative perfect positive (long form): 

Participial present positive: 

Participial perfect positive: 

Subjunctive present positive: 

Subjunctive past positive: 

Potential present positive: 

Indicative present negative: 

Indicative perfect negative: 

1. fil,L 2. HL 3. LL 
HLill,L 

LLHL 

HI.JitL 
LHHL 

IDl'LL 

' Hljlllt~ 
HLH 

HHL 

LHHL 

LLHL 

LLLHL 

HIBL 

LLHL 

iil..HL 

LHLL 

HHL 

HHffLL 

HLH 

HHL 

LHHL 
LLHL 

LLi.HL 

HHLL 

LLLL 
ITT,IJI 

LLLL 

HHL 

HHffi.L 

LHL 

HLL 

LHLL 

LHHL 
LHLHL 

.;, 
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4.5. '!'he tonomorpholo~.ic grouping of nouns with disyllabic sterns. 

NoW1s of this. type full into five groups, viz. ( 1) LL, ( 2) LH, ( 3) HLL, 

(4) HL, (5) HI!. (Very fow nouns occur in gr,oup 5. This group does not 

5'1 

appear to exist in z and seems to be missing in the northern dialects of Xh.} 

3. iTLL 

/ith8.J)ga/ 'cattle post• 

/islthundzl/ 'shadow' 

/uiudo/ •tortoise' 

4. HL 

/~ouf~o/ I manhood I 

/isl~g~sl/ 'English' 

/i,nhl~ko/ 'head' 

/tS~le/ 1 breast 1 

5. HH 

/icici/ •earring' 

/iq~q~ 'polecat• 

When inflected to form locative adverbs, these groups behave thus: 

Disyllabic prefix: 

1 • HHLL > HHHLL 

2 • HHLH > HHLHL 

3 . HLHLL > HLHLL 

4. HLHL > HLHLL 

Monosyllabic prefix (a limited number of nouns of group 1, e.g., /indlela/ 

•route, road' share the pattern HLHL with groups 2 and 3): 

1 . HLL > HHLL or HLHL 4. HHL or HLHL > HHLL 

HLH > HLHL 5. HRH or HLHH > HHHL 2. 

3. 

4.6. 
HHLL or HLHLL > HLHL 

Morphotonemics. It seems likely that the rule of dissimilation of 

tonemes across grammatic boundaries, and other examples of the purely me

chanical substitution of tonemes illustrated above, will best be handled as 

morphotonemic changes, but this is a decision to be made in a fuller onalysis 

of tonal grammar. (The following illustrate further the processes referred 

to and also some of the problems to be encountered: 

I , , ' ' ' ' I I # , , ' '/ isilonda sayo 1 his sore•, cf. isihlaQgu seyo 'his shoe•. 

Observe, however, the unchanging toneme pattern when the posessive qualifica

tive refers to the 2nd person: 

/isilondo. s~o/ 'your sore', cf. /isihlaIJ~ sctl<llo/ 'your shoe'.) 

One other important example of this type of substitution must be illus

trated here, however, for the reasons that: (a) it demonstrates that device3 

exist within the system to minimize the effects of a concurrence of junctural 

length and toneme-cluster conditioned length; ~b) it brings to notice a point· 

• 
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wlwrn ~: l,1)p j u11cturo froquu11 Lly occurs. 
- • 4 1 t} lust Lwo nyllul..lle8 of tho stems of '1'1l1J !:cquencu HLL coinciding wi l, 1 10 

cortuin nouns, verbs and quo.lificutivcs is substituted by HH wbon no terminal 

juncture follows the word. In this wuy the masking of tho length foature 

ropresentinB /+/ located in the word-penultimate syllablos, by length con:_ 

di tion()d by HL is avoided. When /+/ follows the word, HH gives place to HLl,, 

but the former is restored whon "_µcmu.1.LlrnuLu lunel,h" is lifted off· If a 

high toneme i.mmedia:t,ely precedes the sequence HH resulting from HLL > HH, 

then the tonemes of the latter are represented at a lower pitch-level than 

the former, e.g. 
/x~ ~hlola+/ 1when he examines• (participial tense) 

/~,hl~l~ kakhulu+/ 1he examining widely' (participial tense) 

Note /~hlola+/ [-\_] > /~7 hl~lcV [--- J • 
/~hono+ I I sleeve I 

/~~n~ ~rnde+/ 'long sleeve• 

Note /umk.pono+ I c--\ -J > /~~n~/ c--- J. 
/~ 7fudo+/ 'tortoise• 

/~,f~d~ ~lukhulu+/ 1 big tortoise' 

/~,f~d~ ~lukh~u kakhulu+/ 1very big tortoise' 

Note /~ 7 fudo+/ [-,_]) /u 7 fud~/ [--'1 and /~lukhulu+/ [--\_] ~ /~lukhclu/ 

c----] . 
5. Intonation. 

5.1. In terms of the tonemic system the progressive lowering of tones 

referred to as tonal stepping has been accepted as predictable and non-con.

trastive. In the intonation system, however, it is one of several dimensions 

of contrast that have been observed. Down-step, as opposed to its absence, 

marks (in broad terms) statement as oppose,d to question, i.e.: ~ vs. DID• 

It is possible that the following is a third member of the contrast: 9:tan. 
No full analysis of the intonat~on system has been made but the following con

trasts also appear to be significant: 

(a) The pitch interval separating H from Lin the final tonal step in :in 

utterance, i.e., wide vs. narrow; 

(b) long vs. extra-long as the len~th feature located on utternnce-penultimate 

syllables. There is a strong correlation of the former with "question" 
nnd tho latter with 11statement 11• [Edited by author for ill April, 1964.] ... 
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